Be The Change!

A Justseeds Coloring Book
Imagine a world free of oppression, and built on social
justice and community support instead. What would it look
like?
Be the Change! is a coloring book of 35 stunning images
by Justseeds Artists’ Cooperative, a collective using art
and design to envision radical social transformation and
pathways towards a more just world. People of all ages will
find inspiration here. In a world that is getting faster every
day, slow down and celebrate art and resistance. Make the
revolution bright, colorful, and irresistible! Together we
can be the change we want to see!
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Radix Media is a worker-owned print shop and publisher based
in Brooklyn, New York whose mission is to publish stories that
get to the root of the human experience. We publish stories
that reflect our varied experiences to build a platform for
voices that often go unheard. As printers and designers, we feel
that publishing is about the beautiful moment when thoughts,
hopes, and dreams come together. It’s about the freedom for
people to tell their own stories.
Justseeds Artists’ Cooperative is a decentralized network of
socially engaged artists, designers, and cultural workers, who
utilize the tools of creative expression to uplift movement work.
Together they have produced countless graphics and posters
in support of grassroots campaigns, on issues ranging from
migrant justice, to prison abolition, and climate change. Since
2007, Justseeds has operated as a worker-owned cooperative,
which serves as a distribution platform, with members in the
U.S., Mexico and Canada.
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